Becky & Lily as your Tortoise Rangers!!

Time to whip out the tortoise top trumps: Becky Moody & Lily Carson

**Why us?**
- We have both been **invested in the tortoise since day one**
  - Lily was the first to ask about Tortellini (RIP the legend) at a freshers' week Q&A
  - One of the 1st chats Becky had with future best friend Katie Hobson included the phrase: "Isn't Tortellini such a bad b"  
- We firmly believe we **can talk to tortoises**... even if they don't always talk back. (We are linguists after all!!)
- After our quarantine Strava training, we now GUARANTEE that we **can run faster than a tortoise**, and therefore will be able to keep up with him/her should they try to explore
- Following St. Anne’s’ running success, we’re more motivated than ever to **help our tortoise uphold our legacy**
- Finally, (defying both our mothers), we are **animal people**. (Becky is obsessed with her horse and has lots of experience on farms. Lily spends her life persuading her mum to get pets - also always wanted to be a farmer)

**We pledge to:**
- Keep the college community **regularly updated** with our tortoise’s progress throughout the year, via a range of:
  - Vlogs... (did you ever see two crazier vloggers/ chatters?)
  - Fun facts and photos... (yes do prepare yourselves for a strong Instagram presence)
  - Perhaps eeven the odd TikTok... (only if we are persuaded...)
- Continue to **stay in contact all throughout hibernation** - so that monsieur/madame tortoise is in our hearts all year round. Also to give freshers the chance to get to know them a bit even before meeting them.
- Dedicate our time and talent to **helping our tortoise be the best they can be** (particularly at racing.. we have our eyes on that annual Corpus Tortoise Fair prize)!!
- Above all, **tend to the physical and emotional needs** of our tortoise - making sure they are fit, healthy and receiving the best care possible.

We also want to be super clear that we are very serious about this role. Along with all the fun, we will do whatever it takes to ensure that our tortoise has the best, most vibe-filled life here at our gorgeous St. Anne’s.